Challenge

California Health Care
Provider - Regulatory
Deadline
A large health care provider in California faced an
inquiry from a regulatory body. They had a large
volume of documents to produce, and an extremely
short response window. Further, the regulatory
agency required documents to be produced in a very
specific format.

Highlights

Case Study

The Legility team used
continuous active learning to
identify relevant documents in
a massive data set helping the
client meet their tight deadline
and reduce case cost by
more than 80%.

Solution

The legility team helped the client hit the
deadline and reduce their case cost by more
than 80%.
The client initially faced a data set of 970K documents
- far too large to conduct traditional review on within
the extremely strict timeframes involved in regulatory
inquiries. With the production deadline swiftly
approaching, we recommended using continuous
active learning to defensibly reduce the data set to
prioritize documents most likely to be responsive for
review.
Our eDiscovery team trained the continuous active
learning system to identify relevant documents in the
massive data set, and then queued those that were
highly likely to be responsive for review by human
reviewers.
The responsiveness rate was extremely high, but
even still we were able to reduce the total body
of documents for manual review to less than 35K
documents.

Case Study

Our Approach is Different By Design

Results

Once the active learning process was complete, we
then applied search terms, deduplication, culling, and
data reduction strategies to the remaining data set
- to reduce the final review set down further to 16.5K
documents.

Our client was looking conservatively at more than
$1M in review costs and an impossible deadline. Our
team helped them hit the deadline and reduce their
case cost by more than 80%.

Legility is the independent, global new law
company.
We’re here to do the best legal work of our
lives alongside our innovator clients. We deliver
transformative legal solutions that build business
value and set our clients apart. Our global network
comprises 20+ offices & 1,500 people, and our legal
operations work spans every industry and practice
area. We have world-class data, strategy, and talent
operations.
Legility creates solutions by combining wide-reaching
legal expertise and expert business proficiencies with
operational excellence. Let’s collaborate to improve
your risk profile, better predict and lower costs, track
and measure results, and, most importantly, create
value for your business.

Let’s change the business of legal together.
legility.com | +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

By the Numbers

The final elusion rate for the full data set was 0%
- a perfect measure proving that no responsive
documents were missed.

970k
DOCUMENTS
needed to be reviewed on a
compressed timeline

0%
final elusion rate for the full
data set

80%
total potential matter costs
saved

960k+
total reduction of document
population for review

